Programme of Activities

Workstreams / Workshops

**March / April**
- Mar: Airport Community Work Stream (Stansted) – Phase 2 begins
- Mar: Launch results of Part 2 of Fitzrovia Business District
- 28 Mar: Beyond Risk Management: how to deal with complexity and uncertainty. Workshop
  Speaker: Professor Lex Hoogduin, CEO Global Complexity Network
- Apr: Second Business Improvement District Work Stream (Manchester) – Phase 1 begins

**May / June**
- May: Launch results of Phases 1 and 2 of Airport Community Project
- May: Webinar series launched
- Jun: Third Business Improvement District Work Steam (London) – Phase 1 begins
- Jun: CSOs Workshop: Lessons from security incidents for resilience

Networking / Events

**March / April**
- 5 Mar: Presentation to SCTX 2019
- 12 Mar: Measuring Cyber Resilience in the Supply Chain. Briefing / Exercise with Cyber Rescue
  Speaker: Kevin Duffey, CEO Cyber Rescue Alliance
- 2 Apr: Senior Business Leaders’ Dinner & Briefing
  Speaker: Jeremy Fleming (Director, GCHQ)
- 26 Apr: Public Launch of Resilience First/EY National Survey on Business Sentiments to Resilience

**May / June**
- Apr: Lunch and Roundtable on Resilience for the Legal Profession.
  Sponsored by Russell-Cooke LLP
- Apr: Resilience Roundtable with UK Regulators’ Network
- May: Briefing/Reception & Senior Business Leaders’ Dinner. Resilience at Airports
  Speakers: CEO (Airport) & AVM Gerry Mayhew (MoD)
- Jun: Briefing/Reception & Senior Business Leaders’ Dinner. Resilience in the Supply Chain
  Speaker: CEO (Major Food Retailer)
- Jul: Briefing/Reception & Senior Business Leaders’ Lunch. Resilience in the Financial Sector
  Speaker: Ian Stuart (CEO, HSBC UK)